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CARRYING
AND TOWING
Transport what can’t be contained—your passion. Fasten, affix, or
store your valuables and hold steady that excitement; the journey
doesn’t end until you say so.
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ALL-NEW DISCOVERY

CROSS BARS
Mount multiple accessories with these bright
finish aluminum Cross Bars whose aerodynamic
design minimizes drag and noise. Incremental
height when fitted: 4.33in. Load capacity: 163lbs.
Requires Roof Rails.
VPLRR0154

ROOF RAILS

LUGGAGE BOX

Engineered and positioned for optimal weight
distribution of cargo, these Roof Rails are required
for all Land Rover roof-mounted accessories.
Load capacity: 176lbs. Requires Roof Rail Ditch
Finishers and Alpine Light Kit for installation.

With power-grip mounting for quick attachment
to the roof bars, this durable Luggage Box
features a gloss black finish and conveniently
opens from both sides. Lockable for security.
Volume: 108 gallons. Load capacity: 125lbs.

VPLRR0155
VPLRR0156
VPLRR0158
VPLRR0157

VPLVR0062

(Black)
(Silver)
(Alpine Light Kit)
(Roof Rail Ditch Finishers)

SPORTS ROOF BOX

1

1

SPORTS ROOF BOX - LARGE

1

Featuring a sleek, aerodynamic design and
gloss black finish, this Sports Roof Box can
be mounted on either side of the vehicle and
includes an internal retention system for skis
and other long items. Lockable for security.
Volume: 84 gallons.

Power-click quick-mounting system with integrated torque
indicator for easy and secure fixation with a single-handed
grip. Opens from both sides with handles on the lid
and inside the box for convenient fitting, loading, and
unloading. Integrated base mat with non-slip surface for
extra secure loading. Volume: 113 gallons. (Not pictured)

VPLVR0061

VPLWR0100

Roof Rails and Cross Bars are required for all Land Rover roof-mounted accessories. Objects placed above the
roof-mounted satellite antenna may reduce the quality of the signal received by the vehicle and could have a detrimental
effect on the navigation and satellite radio system, if fitted.
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Vehicles with an opening roof: Some roof-carrying accessories may restrict opening of the vehicle’s sliding sunroof when
fitted. Care should be taken when opening the roof to avoid collision with any items fitted above the vehicle.

CARRYING AND TOWING
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AQUA SPORTS CARRIER

1

Consider this premium carrier that can easily
transport a kayak or canoe. Along with a lockable
multi-purpose holder for carrying a mast, oar, or
paddles, the carrier tilts to facilitate easy loading
and unloading, and includes lockable straps and
rubber supports for optimal weight distribution.
Load capacity: 99lbs.
VPLGR0107

SKI AND SNOWBOARD
CARRIER

AQUA SPORTS CARRIER 2 KAYAKS

Easily cart up to four pairs of skis or two
snowboards with this durable carrier that is
lockable for security. Load capacity: 79lbs.

Carries two kayaks or canoes. Also suitable for
transporting crafts such as surfboards or small
boats. Includes lockable multi-purpose holder
to carry paddles. Tilts to facilitate easy loading/
unloading.

1

1

LR006849

VPLWR0099

SKI BAG

ROOF-MOUNTED
BIKE CARRIER
1

Conveniently carry up to two pairs
of skis and poles (up to 70in in
length) in a branded ski/snowboard
bag. Made from durable polyester,
this waterproof bag also includes a
removable shoulder strap.

Lockable bike carrier
designed for holding a single
bike, up to 44lbs. Roof Rails
accommodate two RoofMounted Bike Carriers.

VPLGS0166

VPLFR0091

Roof Rails and Cross Bars are required for all Land Rover roof-mounted accessories. Objects placed above the
roof-mounted satellite antenna may reduce the quality of the signal received by the vehicle and could have a detrimental
effect on the navigation and satellite radio system, if fitted.

1
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Vehicles with an opening roof: Some roof-carrying accessories may restrict opening of the vehicle’s sliding sunroof when
fitted. Care should be taken when opening the roof to avoid collision with any items fitted above the vehicle.

ALL-NEW DISCOVERY

ROOF-MOUNTED BIKE CARRIER FORK-MOUNTED AND WHEEL
CARRIER
1

Roof-mounted cycle carrier provides a simple and secure
fitting with the bicycle front wheel removed, ideally suited
to lightweight bikes and racing wheels. A separate carrier is
included for the front wheel. Carries one bicycle per holder.
Not compatible with mountain bike front forks with a 0.59in
diameter axle. 0.78in fork axles are compatible.
VPLWR0101

CARRYING AND TOWING
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LUGGAGE
CARRIER

ROOF BOX SKI/
SNOWBOARD INSERTS

Includes a flexible rack
system to adjust to
your travel needs. Load
capacity: 134lbs.

A secure way to fasten skis or a snowboard
within the Luggage Box, Sports Roof Box,
or Sports Roof Box - Large.

1

VPLRR0151

VPLRR0159

VPLRR0152

(For Sports Roof Box
or Luggage Box)
(For Sports Roof Box Large - shown)

TOWING SYSTEM - TOW
HITCH (DRAWBAR)

TOW EYE COVER

Expand the capabilities of your Discovery. Features
a 2" draw bar with two additional ball mounts. Tow
Hitch is required for fitment of the towing system.

Tow Eye Cover is required for Tow
Hitch Receiver installation. Replaces
rear valance when towing equipment
is installed. (Not pictured)

VPLRT0177

LR083033
LR082881

TOWING SYSTEM - TOWING
RECEIVER 2"

LR083034

(Dark Techno, for SE and
First Edition models, and
those fitted with Black Pack)
(Indus Silver, models fitted
with Dynamic Pack only)
(White Silver, for HSE
and LUX models not
fitted with Black Pack or
Dynamic Pack)

Square Tow Hitch Receiver for clean finish. Load
capacity: 8,201lbs. Towing nose weight dependent
upon powertrain and wheels fitted. Requires
corresponding Tow Eye Cover for installation.
Includes Towing Electrics.
VPLRT0174

Roof Rails and Cross Bars are required for all Land Rover roof-mounted accessories. Objects placed above the
roof-mounted satellite antenna may reduce the quality of the signal received by the vehicle and could have a detrimental
effect on the navigation and satellite radio system, if fitted.

1
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Vehicles with an opening roof: Some roof-carrying accessories may restrict opening of the vehicle’s sliding sunroof when
fitted. Care should be taken when opening the roof to avoid collision with any items fitted above the vehicle.

ALL-NEW DISCOVERY

WARNING
TRIANGLE

BATTERY CONDITIONER
For prolonged life and reliability, this
Land Rover-branded Battery Conditioner
monitors, maintains, and diagnoses potential
issues related to your vehicle’s battery. Install
Kit required.
VPLWV0093
VPLWV0094

Vital in emergencies and a legal
requirement in some countries.
Stows in the loadspace
compartment.
VPLVC0060

(Install Kit)

UNIVERSAL LIFT AND
LOAD SYSTEM

RATCHET
STRAP

This garage ceiling-mounted pulley
system allows you to lift equipment onto
your Discovery with ease. It can also be
used for conveniently storing the roof
box when removed from the vehicle.

Secure items to your roof
rack with this Ratchet Strap
that measures 16ft, 4in.

VPLVR0096

CAR500010

ACTIVITY KEY

2,3

Lock your key fob inside your vehicle and wear
the durable wristband to alleviate the need to
carry the key fob. Key fob is deactivated for total
security, vehicle locks after 10 seconds. Requires
Install Kit and Wristband.
VPLRV0120
LR091580

(Install Kit)
(Wristband)

TOW
RECOVERY
STRAP
Includes a storage bag
that can be attached as a
warning flag to the strap.
Load capacity: 6,615lbs.
STC8919AA

This vehicle comes with a special 3-year limited warranty for manufacturer defects if purchased at time of vehicle sale.
If purchased post vehicle sale, warranty coverage is for a finite period of 12 months, regardless of vehicle mileage.

2

3

Unique security coding process is required. See your sales consultant for special ordering details.

CARRYING AND TOWING
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EXTERIOR
See your reflection in every detail of the exterior. Polished
mirror covers. Emboldened front grilles. And a portfolio of
touches and twists to make it exclusively yours.

8

ALL-NEW DISCOVERY

MIRROR COVERS NOBLE CHROME
Noble Chrome plated Mirror
Covers designed to enhance the
Discovery’s exterior styling cues.
Supplied as a vehicle set.
VPLGB0073

MIRROR COVERS CHROME

SIDE VENTS BRIGHT ATLAS

Complement the exterior of
your Discovery with attractive mirror
caps. Supplied as a vehicle set.

Bring the subtle yet stunning
Bright Atlas aesthetic to your
side vents.

VPLAB0132

LR083014
LR083013

(Left)
(Right)

SIDE VENTS GLOSS NARVIK
BLACK
Gloss Narvik Black Side Vents
provide a high-class exterior
design enhancement.
LR083010
LR083009

(Left)
(Right)

DYNAMIC FRONT GRILLE
Dynamic Front Grille provides an alternative exterior styling enhancement and
perfectly complements black wheels and Gloss Narvik Black Side Vents.
LR082695

EXTERIOR
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OUTER DOOR SILL
TREADPLATES
This eye-catching aluminum tread plate
attaches to the outer door sill and features a
laser-etched “LAND ROVER” motif. Supplied
as a set of two for front doors only.
VPLRS0368

FIXED SIDE STEPS

STAINLESS STEEL
UNDERSHIELD

Side steps aid entry and exit to the vehicle,
improving access to the roof while providing a rugged,
off-road style to the vehicle. Features embossed
“Discovery“ branding and bright metallic trim finish to
complement the vehicle’s exterior design cues. Fitting
of side steps may affect the off-road capability of the
vehicle. Installation requires foam pad part number
(VPLGP0338).

Add a premium polished finish for the underside of
the vehicle. Not applicable with Dynamic Pack.
VPLRP0254
VPLRP0255
VPLRP0256

(Front - shown)
(Rear, without tow bar)
(Rear, with tow bar)

VPLRP0269

BODY SIDE MOLDINGS

BRIGHT SIDE TUBES

Enhance the sides of your vehicle and
provide protection for your door panels
from accidental damage by adjacent
vehicles. Painted in the vehicle’s body color,
ensuring a premium finish and maintaining
the overall aesthetic of your Discovery.

Add a measure of side-body protection to
your Discovery with striking stainless steel
side tubes. Fitting of side tubes may affect
the off-road capabilities of the vehicle.
Not applicable for vehicles equipped with
coil suspension. Installation requires foam
pad part number (VPLGP0338).

VPLRP0285
VPLRP0286
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(Black Finish - shown)
(Bright Finish)

VPLRP0270

ALL-NEW DISCOVERY

CAR COVER

LICENSE PLATE FRAMES

Shield your Discovery
from rain, snow, dust,
and other elements with
a durable Car Cover that
stores easily when not
in use.

Make a dramatic first impression with a stylish License Plate Frame.
VPLFY0065
VPLFY0063
VPLFY0066
LRN91660
VPLFY0064
LRN91650
LRN91640
VPLCY0098
VPLCY0099
LRN91610
LRN91620
LRN91630

VPLRP0278

(Polished Steel Land Rover Logo with Black Union Jack)
(Carbon Fiber Land Rover Logo with Black Union Jack)
(Brushed Steel Land Rover Logo with Black Union Jack)
(Polished Silver Finish Slimline)
(Carbon Fiber Slimline)
(Brushed Silver Finish Slimline)
(Matte Black Finish Slimline)
(Stainless Steel Polished with Land Rover Laser Etched Logo)
(Matte Black Steel with Land Rover Laser Etched Logo)
(Matte Black Finish with Land Rover Logo - not shown)
(Brushed Silver Finish with Land Rover Logo - not shown)
(Polished Silver Finish with Land Rover Logo - not shown)

WIND
DEFLECTORS CLEAR
Wind Deflectors for side
windows help to improve
comfort levels in the cabin while
driving with the windows open
by reducing air turbulence and
noise, and allowing fresh air to
be circulated in the cabin. Sold
as a set of four.
VPLRP0279

LAND ROVER LOGO
PLATES
Celebrate your Discovery with stylish
Land Rover Logo Plates that feature
an attractive domed raised medallion.
LR007528

(Brushed Silver)

EXTERIOR
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WHEELS AND
WHEEL ACCESSORIES
Adapt to an urban jungle or untamed wilderness. When the
freeway, mountain pass, or country trail unfurls in front of
you, storm ahead with uncompromising handling and flair.
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19" 5 SPLIT-SPOKE
ALLOY WHEEL - SPARKLE
SILVER

20" 10 SPLIT-SPOKE
ALLOY WHEEL - SPARKLE
SILVER

20" 5 SPLIT-SPOKE
ALLOY WHEEL - SPARKLE
SILVER

20" 5 SPLIT-SPOKE
ALLOY WHEEL - GLOSS
BLACK FINISH

Wheel rim only. Center cap not
included.

Wheel rim only. Center cap not
included.

Wheel rim only. Center cap not
included.

Wheel rim only. Center cap not
included.

LR081580

LR081589

LR081586

LR081587

21" 10 SPLIT-SPOKE
ALLOY WHEEL - SPARKLE
SILVER

21" 10 SPLIT-SPOKE
ALLOY WHEEL - GLOSS
BLACK FINISH

21" 9 SPOKE ALLOY
WHEEL - SPARKLE
SILVER

21" 9 SPOKE ALLOY
WHEEL - DIAMOND
TURNED FINISH

Wheel rim only. Center cap not
included. Not available with coil
suspension.

Wheel rim only. Center cap not
included. Not available with coil
suspension.

Wheel rim only. Center cap not
included. Not available with coil
suspension.

Wheel rim only. Center cap not
included. Not available with coil
suspension.

LR081584

LR081585

LR081582

LR081583

WHEELS AND WHEEL ACCESSORIES
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22" 5 SPLIT-SPOKE ALLOY WHEEL SPARKLE SILVER

22" 5 SPLIT-SPOKE ALLOY WHEEL GLOSS BLACK FINISH

22" 5 SPLIT-SPOKE ALLOY WHEEL MACHINE POLISHED FINISH

Wheel rim only. Center cap not included. Not
available with coil suspension. When fitting 22"
wheels to 7-Seat vehicles, 285 tires must be fitted.

Wheel rim only. Center cap not included. Not
available with coil suspension. When fitting 22"
wheels to 7-Seat vehicles, 285 tires must be fitted.

Wheel rim only. Center cap not included. Not
available with coil suspension. When fitting 22"
wheels to 7-Seat vehicles, 285 tires must be fitted.

LR082901

LR082900

VPLRW0117

SNOW TRACTION
SYSTEM
When fitted to rear wheels, the
easy-fit chains are designed
to give improved steering and
braking control on snow and ice.
Manufactured from high-quality,
hardened galvanized steel, the
chains are supplied in a tough
vinyl carry bag for storage when
not in use. Fitment to 19"–22"
rear wheels only.
VPLGW0081
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SPACE SAVER
SPARE WHEEL
KIT
Offered as an upgrade
for vehicles equipped with
the Tire Repair Kit. Wheel
rim only. Tire must be
ordered separately.
VPLRW0119
(Air Suspension)

VPLRW0120
(Coil Suspension)

ALL-NEW DISCOVERY

TIRE REPAIR KIT

MUDFLAPS

Alternative tire repair solution can
be fitted in place of spare wheel.
Requires Compressor, Foam,
and Sealant for full kit. For 5-Seat
vehicles only. (Not pictured)

Help protect your
vehicle’s finish from
stones and small
road debris. Supplied
as a pair.

LR093197
LR081518
LR058584

VPLRP0283	
(Front)
VPLRP0282	
(Rear)

(Compressor)
(Foam)
(Sealant)

BLACK LUG
NUTS
Manufactured to safety
standards, Black Lug Nuts
provide added security
to your wheels and tires.
Available as a set of 20.
VPLWW0078

STYLED VALVE CAPS

TIRE PRESSURE
GAUGE

The distinctive Land Rover presence
permeates every detail of your vehicle
with a set of four attractive Styled
Valve Caps.
LR027666
LR027664
LR027560
VPLFY0071

WHEEL CENTER
CAPS

Stores recommended pressure and
has a unique 360° rotating nozzle and
LED light to locate tire valve. Includes
tread depth gauge (measuring in
psi, bar, kpa, kg/cm2) and comes
complete with storage case.

(Black Jack)
(Union Jack)
(Land Rover)
(Nitrogen)

VPLVW0077

WHEEL LOCKS

Enhances and adds style to alloy
wheels. Features Land Rover
logo. Sold as a set of four.

Help deter wheel theft with
specially designed locking wheel
nuts finished in black or chrome
to match your vehicle’s lug nuts.

LR069899
LR069900

VUB504120
VPLGY0104

(Black Finish)
(Silver Finish)

(Chrome - shown)
(Gloss Black)

WHEELS AND WHEEL ACCESSORIES
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INTERIOR
Striking steel and supple upholstery accentuate your mobile
retreat. Change or amplify specific spaces on command to
make the road a second home.
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CLICK AND GO BASE

CLICK AND PLAY

The Click and Go system is a multipurpose seat-back apparatus for rearseat passengers. The versatile Click and
Go Base fixes between the headrest
mountings and further attachments
can be added to hold tablets, bags,
and shirts or jackets. Base can be
easily removed when not in use. Each
attachment is sold separately.

This removable tablet holder attachment can easily be
positioned at multiple angles for in-cabin comfort and
rear entertainment. Click and Go Base required for
fitment. Not applicable with rear-seat entertainment.

VPLRS0388

VPLRS0391
VPLRS0392
VPLRS0393
VPLRS0394

(2nd, 3rd, and 4th generation iPads ®)
(iPad Air ®)
(iPad mini™)
(Samsung Galaxy Tab ® 10.1")

iPad is a registered trademark of Apple Inc.
Galaxy Tab is a trademark of Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd.

CLICK AND HANG

CLICK AND HOOK

This removable coat hanger allows shirts or jackets
to be kept crease-free whilst transporting. Also
includes an integral hook for use outside the
vehicle. Click and Go Base required for fitment.
Not applicable with rear-seat entertainment.

This universal hook creates extra storage space for
items to be hung, especially useful for handbags or
groceries. Click and Go Base required for fitment.
Not applicable with rear-seat entertainment.
VPLRS0389

VPLRS0390

CLICK AND WORK
This folding table offers rear-seat passengers a
practical surface on which to work, particularly
useful on long journeys. It also features a cup holder
and is height and angle adjustable for in-cabin
comfort. Click and Go Base required for fitment.
Not applicable with rear-seat entertainment.
VPLRS0395

INTERIOR
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LOADSPACE FULL PROTECTION
LINER
Covers the sides, roof, and loadspace floor while providing
full protection from wet or muddy items like boots, garden
waste, or leisure equipment. When loading, the padded panel
drops down and acts as a bumper protector. The liner anchors
securely to the lashing eyes to keep it in place and is designed
to keep bulky objects hidden from view. A side zip allows easy
access to the loadspace area.
VPLRS0410

WATERPROOF SEAT COVERS

CARGO BARRIER

As you pursue adventure, help protect your vehicle’s
seats with waterproof covers tailored for your
Discovery. These durable seat covers are:

Designed to prevent cargo from entering the passenger
compartment. Can be fitted with Loadspace Rubber Mat and
Semi-Rigid Loadspace Liner.

– 100% nylon
–	Impervious to mud, oil, water, suntan lotion, and
muddy paws
– Fire retardant
– Washable

VPLRS0374
VPLRS0375

Front covers include rear-seat entertainment and nonrear-seat entertainment headrest covers. Front covers
are not compatible with 10.2in rear-seat entertainment.

LOADSPACE DIVIDER

VPLRS0335PVJ
VPLRS0336PVJ
VPLRS0337LKP
VPLRS0338LKP

Offered as an addition to the Full- or Half-Height Cargo Barrier
to separate the loadspace into two sections across the width
of the vehicle. Can be fitted with Loadspace Rubber Mat and
Semi-Rigid Loadspace Liner.

(Ebony - Front)
(Ebony - Rear)
(Nimbus - Front)
(Nimbus - Rear)

VPLRS0376
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(Full-Height - shown)
(Half-Height)

ALL-NEW DISCOVERY

RUBBER LOADSPACE MAT
With its non-slip surface, this waterproof Land Rover-branded mat
helps protect the loadspace carpet from dirt and other debris.
VPLRS0375PVJ
VPLRS0373PVJ
VPLRS0375AAM
VPLRS0373AAM

(Ebony, 3- and 4-Zone Climate Control only)
(Ebony, 2-Zone Climate Control only)
(Espresso, 3- and 4-Zone Climate Control only)
(Espresso, 2-Zone Climate Control only)

SUNSHADE
Easy to install or remove, these sun blinds provide
increased comfort helping to protect the interior from
heat and glare of the sun.

RUBBER LOADSPACE MAT EXTENSION
This waterproof mat extension covers the back of the rear seats
when they are folded down.
VPLRS0374PVJ
VPLRS0374AAM

(Ebony)
(Espresso)

VPLRS0364
VPLRS0367
VPLRS0363

(Rear Tailgate - shown)
(Side Windows, Second Row)
(Side Windows, Third Row)

WINDSHIELD SUNSHADE
Keep your Discovery’s interior cooler while shielding
it from UV rays with this handy, lightweight front
Windshield Sunshade.
VPLRS0366

SEMI-RIGID LOADSPACE LINER
This waterproof, Land Rover-branded rubber mat helps shield
your loadspace from dirt and other debris. Features a raised lip
on three sides to protect sidewall carpets. Not compatible with
Loadspace Retention Kit.
VPLRS0386

INTERIOR
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LOADSPACE RAILS

LOADSPACE RETENTION NET

LOADSPACE RETENTION KIT

Enhance the cargo-carrying versatility
of your Discovery loadspace with these
mounted rails. Includes “D“ loops. For
5-Seat vehicles only. (Not pictured)

This handy net helps prevent items from shifting in the
loadspace area of your Discovery during your travels.
Requires Loadspace Rails. (Not pictured)

This package features attachments that quickly lock
to—and release from—the Loadspace Rails to provide
flexible stowage options in your Discovery. For 5-Seat
vehicles only. Requires Loadspace Rails. (Not pictured)

VPLRS0357

VPLMS0302

VPLCS0324

LOADSPACE ORGANIZER
Convenient Loadspace Organizer provides discrete
compartments to stow wet, dirty, or delicate items or separate
luggage. The front and rear compartments also have flexible
dividers to create smaller compartments within them. Featuring
two lockable lids, it is secured via loadspace “D“ loops. Cannot
be used in conjunction with other loadspace accessories and
where specified third-row seats must be stowed.
VPLRS0355

SMOKER’S PACK
Option to fit a Smoker’s
Pack with front and rear
cigarette lighter and ashtray
receptacle in a vehicle
produced without one.
VPLRS0365

SPORT PEDAL
COVERS
Add an energetic feel
to the interior of your
Discovery with striking
stainless steel pedals.
Automatic only.
VPLGS0160
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SEAT BACK
STOWAGE
Conveniently store small items—
and easily access them—on
the back of the front seat. Not
compatible for 10.2in rear-seat
entertainment.
VPLVS0181
VPLVS0182

(Standard)
(Premium Leather)

ALL-NEW DISCOVERY

IPHONE® CONNECT AND
CHARGE DOCK

WIRELESS PHONE
CHARGING CUPHOLDER
Allows visibility of the phone while charging,
utilizing the cupholder space in the center
console. The charger displays an LED light to
indicate when charging, and turns off when
complete. Fits phones up to 73mm wide. For use
with Qi-enabled wireless charging devices only.
Wireless Phone Charging Cupholder does not
provide a connection to In-Control Apps.

When connected, iPhone media is accessible
and controllable via the integrated infotainment/
audio system. The “cut-out“ design of the holder
is such that the home button is also accessible for
use when parked. The iPhone USB charger can
be easily disconnected if the USB connection is
required for other use. For use with iPhone 5, 5c,
5s, 6, 6s and SE. Not suitable for use with 6 Plus.
VPLRV0119
iPhone is a registered trademark of Apple Inc.

GEARSHIFT PADDLES ALUMINUM
Gearshift Paddles offered in high-grade aluminum
which is machine polished, anodized, and hand
brushed to provide exceptional wear resistance
with a premium finish. Billet machined from solid
aluminum.
VPLVS0187MMU

VPLRV0118

PASSENGER
FOOTWELL NET

LOADSPACE
PARTITION NET

LOADSPACE NET SIDE

Provides additional storage space within
the cabin. It is easily accessible and ideal
for everyday small items such as maps
and letters.

Helps protect passengers from
stowed items. Net fits to the loadspace
“D“ loops and fixings in roof lining.
Easily detachable for when carrying
longer loads. (Not pictured)

Keep smaller items safely
stowed away—but easy to find.
Not applicable for vehicles with
rear HVAC. (Not pictured)

VPLRS0362PVJ
VPLRS0461AAM

(Ebony)
(Espresso)

VPLRS0360

VPLRS0361

INTERIOR
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CAR CARE ACCESSORIES
Help keep your vehicle in pristine condition.
LR083594
LR083599
LR083593
LR083596
LR083592
LR083595
LR083598
LR083597

INTERIOR
CAR CARE
KIT

LOADSPACE
SECURITY
BOX

Kit contains 10
Interior Wipes,
Microfiber Cloth,
and 4-fl oz bottles
of: Leather Cleaner,
Leather Conditioner
and Protectant, and
Carpet Spot Remover.

Car-safe box made of steel
with an anti-drill lock that
will have enough space to
keep 15in laptops or similar
items inside. Attaches to
the Loadspace Rails using
fixings inside the box.
Requires Loadspace Rails.

LR083600

GARAGE
DOOR
OPENER
(HOMELINK®)
This transmitter can be
programmed to control
up to three home or
office devices such as
garage doors, automatic
gates, or security lights.
LR083141

22

(Alloy Wheel Cleaner)
(Car Fresh - shown)
(Carpet Spot Remover)
(Interior Cleaner)
(Leather Cleaner - shown)
(Leather Conditioner and Protectant)
(Spray Cleaner Polish - shown)
(Tire Detailer - shown)

VPLVS0183

COLLAPSIBLE
CARGO CARRIER
This handy carrier keeps items
contained during transport
while its dividers provide added
convenience and organization.
VPLVS0175		 (Large)
EEA500050PVJ
(Medium –
		shown)

LUXURY CARPET
MATS
Exclusive, fitted, 60.46oz/yd2 deep pile
carpet mat set with Range Rover ingot
branding and waterproof backing.
Sold as a vehicle set.
VPLRS0331PVJ
VPLRS0331AAM

RUBBER FLOOR MATS
Shield the floor of your Discovery from
water, mud, and the elements with
durable rubber mats.
VPLRS0333PVJ (Ebony - shown)
VPLRS0333AAM (Espresso)

(Ebony)
(Espresso)

ALL-NEW DISCOVERY

CENTER ARMREST
COOLER AND
WARMER BOX
Designed for use in the rear seat,
this convenient, leather-trimmed
cooler/warmer box keeps food
and drinks chilled or warmed while
serving as an armrest.
VPLVS0176

INTERIOR
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LAND ROVER
PRODUCT ASSURANCE
To assure lasting life, functionality, and appearance,
Land Rover Approved Accessories undergo extreme
real-world testing to deliver maximum quality and meet
Land Rover’s exacting standards.
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All Land Rover Approved Accessories are
manufactured using materials that meet automotive
industry flammability standards and are compliant
with all relevant legislative requirements.
CARRYING ACCESSORIES
– Real-world dynamic testing helps to ensure that the accessory performs
with no detrimental effect to the vehicle.
– Specifically tested and approved on the particular vehicle, incorporating
a range of challenging durability tests on both the vehicle and carrier,
such as the Pavé Test.
– Pavé Testing involves driving the vehicle with a fully laden carrier for
hundreds of miles over rough, uneven, and extremely bumpy surfaces to
simulate a lifetime of use. One mile of Pavé is equivalent to 100 miles of
real-world conditions.

EXTERIOR STYLING ACCESSORIES
Land Rover Exterior Styling Accessories are subjected to a range of
stringent environmental tests to ensure they can withstand the toughest
climatic conditions. Each accessory product undergoes a series of testing
relevant to its design, materials, and function, which can include:
Extreme tests against aging prematurely or discoloration.
– Up to two years’ direct sunlight known as “Florida Weathering.”
– Heat Aging Test for 500 hours.
– Extreme Temperature Test ranging from -40°F to 176°F.
Extreme tests to ensure durability and longevity of the finish.
– Heat Shock Test, which consists of 16 hours at -40°F then 5 minutes
at 158°F.
– Humidity Resistance Test, which is 168 hours at 118°F, with humidity
ranging from 95%-100%.
– Accelerated Environmental Cycle Test, composed of a relentless barrage
of salt, dirt, and dust, simulating a lifetime of real-world driving.

INTERIOR STYLING ACCESSORIES
Land Rover Interior Styling Accessories are subjected to a range of stringent
tests to help ensure they can withstand the challenges of a lifetime of use.
Each accessory product undergoes a series of testing relevant to its design,
materials and function, which includes quality tests, durability tests, and
extreme tests against premature aging or discoloration.
– Accelerated Environmental Tests, including a Heat Aging Test, for up to
500 hours.
– Performance Specification Tests to ensure quality standards and
durability are in line with Land Rover Standards.
– Squeak and Rattle Tests to ensure no detrimental effect to vehicle quality
and comfort levels.

TOWING ACCESSORIES
– Towing systems are tested well beyond recognized industry standards to
ensure they achieve the position of “best in class.”
– While many aftermarket towing solutions are typically developed offvehicle using rig-based tests, all Land Rover towing systems are tested
while mounted to a vehicle body. This helps to ensure that the tow
system and vehicle are optimized to work together.
– Towing systems are subjected to challenging Real World Driving
Simulations to help ensure that, even in an emergency situation, both the
vehicle body and the towing system are able to cope with the pressures
applied from a fully laden trailer.
– Towing systems are designed alongside the core vehicle and feature
consistent exterior trim parts for a seamless and integrated look.

WARRANTY
Every Land Rover Approved Accessory includes a warranty that begins
on the date of purchase of the accessory and is covered for 12 months
(unlimited mileage) or the balance of the new vehicle/emissions warranty,
whichever is greater. See your Land Rover Retailer for details.

LAND ROVER PRODUCT ASSURANCE
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INDEX
CARRYING AND TOWING

Roof Rails - Roof Rail Ditch Finishers - VPLRR0157...............3

Activity Key1,2 - Install Kit - VPLRV0120..................................7

Ski and Snowboard Carrier3 - LR006849...............................4

Activity Key1,2 - Wristband - LR091580...................................7

Ski Bag - VPLGS0166..............................................................4

Aqua Sports Carrier3 - VPLGR0107........................................4

Sports Roof Box3 - VPLVR0061...............................................3

Aqua Sports Carrier - 2 Kayaks3 - VPLWR0099......................4

Sports Roof Box - Large3 - VPLWR0100.................................3

Battery Conditioner - VPLWV0093.........................................7

Tow Eye Cover - Dark Techno, for SE and First Edition
models, and those fitted with Black Pack - LR083033..........6

Battery Conditioner - Install Kit - VPLWV0094.......................7
Cross Bars - VPLRR0154.........................................................3
Luggage Box3 - VPLVR0062...................................................3
Luggage Carrier3 - VPLRR0159..............................................6
Ratchet Strap - CAR500010....................................................7
Roof Box Ski/Snowboard Inserts - For Sports Roof
Box or Luggage Box - VPLRR0151........................................6

Tow Eye Cover - Indus Silver, models fitted with
Dynamic Pack only - LR082881..............................................6
Tow Eye Cover - White Silver, for HSE and LUX
models not fitted with Black Pack or Dynamic Pack LR083034................................................................................6
Tow Recovery Strap - STC8919AA.........................................7
Towing System - Towing Receiver 2" - VPLRT0174...............6

Roof Box Ski/Snowboard Inserts - For Sports Roof
Box - Large - VPLRR0152.......................................................6

Towing System - Tow Hitch (Drawbar) - VPLRT0177..............6

Roof-Mounted Bike Carrier3 - VPLFR0091............................4

Warning Triangle - VPLVC0060..............................................7

Roof-Mounted Bike Carrier - Fork-Mounted
and Wheel Carrier3 - VPLWR0101..........................................5

EXTERIOR

Roof Rails - Alpine Light Kit - VPLRR0158.............................3

Body Side Moldings - Black Finish - VPLRP0285................10

Roof Rails - Black - VPLRR0155..............................................3

Body Side Moldings - Bright Finish - VPLRP0286...............10

Roof Rails - Silver - VPLRR0156..............................................3

Bright Side Tubes - VPLRP0270...........................................10

Universal Lift and Load System - VPLVR0096........................7

This vehicle comes with a special 3-year limited warranty for manufacturer defects if purchased at time of vehicle sale. If
purchased post vehicle sale, warranty coverage is for a finite period of 12 months, regardless of vehicle mileage.

1

2

Unique security coding process is required. See your sales consultant for special ordering details.

Roof Rails and Cross Bars are required for all Land Rover roof-mounted accessories. Objects placed above the
roof-mounted satellite antenna may reduce the quality of the signal received by the vehicle and could have a detrimental
effect on the navigation and satellite radio system, if fitted.

3

Vehicles with an opening roof: Some roof-carrying accessories may restrict opening of the vehicle’s sliding sunroof when
fitted. Care should be taken when opening the roof to avoid collision with any items fitted above the vehicle.

INDEX
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Car Cover - VPLRP0278........................................................11

Mirror Covers - Chrome - VPLAB0132...................................9

Click and Play - iPad Air® - VPLRS0392...............................17

Dynamic Front Grille - LR082695...........................................9

Mirror Covers - Noble Chrome - VPLGB0073........................9

Click and Play - iPad mini® - VPLRS0393.............................17

Fixed Side Steps - VPLRP0269.............................................10

Outer Door Sill Treadplates - VPLRS0368...........................10

Click and Play - Samsung 10.1" - VPLRS0394....................17

Land Rover Logo Plates - Brushed Silver - LR007528.........11

Side Vents - Bright Atlas - Left - LR083014............................9

Click and Work - VPLRS0395...............................................17

Land Rover Logo Plates - Matte Black - LR007529.............11

Side Vents - Bright Atlas - Right - LR083013.........................9

Collapsible Cargo Carrier - Large - VPLVS0175..................22

License Plate Frames - Brushed Silver Finish Slimline LRN91650..............................................................................11

Side Vents - Gloss Narvik Black - Left - LR083010.................9

Collapsible Cargo Carrier - Medium - EEA500050PVJ......22

License Plate Frames - Brushed Silver Finish with
Land Rover Logo - LRN91620...............................................11

Side Vents - Gloss Narvik Black - Right - LR083009..............9

Garage Door Opener (HomeLink®) - LR083141..................22

Stainless Steel Undershield - Front - VPLRP0254................10

Gearshift Paddles - Aluminum - VPLVS0187MMU...............21

License Plate Frames - Brushed Steel Land Rover
Logo with Black Union Jack - VPLFY0066...........................11

Stainless Steel Undershield - Rear, with tow bar VPLRP0256............................................................................10

Interior Car Care Kit - LR083600..........................................22

License Plate Frames - Carbon Fiber Land Rover
Logo with Black Union Jack - VPLFY0063...........................11

Stainless Steel Undershield - Rear, without tow bar VPLRP0255............................................................................10

License Plate Frames - Carbon Fiber Slimline VPLFY0064............................................................................11

Wind Deflectors - Clear - VPLRP0279..................................11

License Plate Frames - Matte Black Finish Slimline LRN91640..............................................................................11
License Plate Frames - Matte Black Finish with
Land Rover Logo - LRN91610...............................................11
License Plate Frames - Matte Black Steel with Land Rover
Laser Etched Logo - VPLCY0099.........................................11
License Plate Frames - Polished Silver Finish Slimline LRN91660..............................................................................11
License Plate Frames - Polished Silver Finish with
Land Rover Logo - LRN91630...............................................11
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Interior Cleaner - LR083596.................................................22
iPhone® Connect and Charge Dock - VPLRV0119..............21
Leather Cleaner - LR083592.................................................22
Leather Conditioner and Protectant - LR083595................22

INTERIOR

Loadspace Divider - VPLRS0376.........................................18

Alloy Wheel Cleaner - LR083594.........................................22

Loadspace Full Protection Liner - VPLRS0410....................18

Car Fresh - LR083599...........................................................22

Loadspace Net - Side - VPLRS0361.....................................21

Cargo Barrier - Full-Height - VPLRS0374.............................18

Loadspace Organizer - VPLRS0355.....................................20

Cargo Barrier - Half-Height - VPLRS0375............................18

Loadspace Partition Net - VPLRS0360................................21

Carpet Spot Remover - LR083593.......................................22

Loadspace Rails - VPLRS0357..............................................20

Center Armrest Cooler and Warmer Box - VPLVS0176......23

Loadspace Retention Kit - VPLCS0324................................20

Click and Go Base - VPLRS0388..........................................17

Loadspace Retention Net - VPLMS0302.............................20

License Plate Frames - Polished Steel Land Rover
Logo with Black Union Jack - VPLFY0065...........................11

Click and Hang - VPLRS0390...............................................17

Loadspace Security Box - VPLVS0183.................................22

Click and Hook - VPLRS0389...............................................17

Luxury Carpet Mats - Ebony - VPLRS0331PVJ...................22

License Plate Frames - Stainless Steel Polished with Land
Rover Laser Etched Logo - VPLCY0098...............................11

Click and Play - 2nd, 3rd, and 4th generation iPads VPLRS0391............................................................................17

Luxury Carpet Mats - Espresso - VPLRS0331AAM..............22
Passenger Footwell Net - Ebony - VPLRS0362PVJ............21

ALL-NEW DISCOVERY

Passenger Footwell Net - Espresso - VPLRS0461AAM......21

Waterproof Seat Covers - Ebony - Rear -

Rubber Floor Mats - Ebony - VPLRS0333PVJ....................22

VPLRS0336PVJ.....................................................................18

22" 5 Split-Spoke Alloy Wheel - Machine
Polished Finish - VPLRW0117...............................................14

Rubber Floor Mats - Espresso - VPLRS0333AAM...............22

Waterproof Seat Covers - Nimbus - Front VPLRS0337LKP.....................................................................18

22" 5 Split-Spoke Alloy Wheel - Sparkle Silver LR082901...............................................................................14

Waterproof Seat Covers - Nimbus - Rear VPLRS0338LKP....................................................................18

Black Lug Nuts - VPLWW0078..............................................15

Rubber Loadspace Mat - Ebony, 3- and 4-Zone
Climate Control only - VPLRS0375PVJ...............................19
Rubber Loadspace Mat - Ebony, 2-Zone Climate
Control only - VPLRS0373PVJ.............................................19
Rubber Loadspace Mat - Espresso, 3- and
4-Zone Climate Control only - VPLRS0375AAM.................19
Rubber Loadspace Mat - Espresso, 2-Zone Climate
Control only - VPLRS0373AAM............................................19
Rubber Loadspace Mat - Extension - Ebony VPLRS0374PVJ.....................................................................19
Rubber Loadspace Mat - Extension - Espresso VPLRS0374AAM....................................................................19
Seat Back Stowage - Standard - VPLVS0181.......................20
Seat Back Stowage - Premium Leather - VPLVS0182.........20
Semi-Rigid Loadspace Liner - VPLRS0386..........................19
Smoker’s Pack - VPLRS0365.................................................20
Sport Pedal Covers - VPLGS0160........................................20
Spray Cleaner Polish - LR083598.........................................22
Sunshade - Rear Tailgate - VPLRS0364...............................19
Sunshade - Side Windows, Second Row - VPLRS0367......19
Sunshade - Side Windows, Third Row - VPLRS0363..........19
Tire Detailer - LR083597.......................................................22
Waterproof Seat Covers - Ebony - Front VPLRS0335PVJ.....................................................................18

Mudflaps - Front - VPLRP0283.............................................15

Windshield Sunshade - VPLRS0366....................................19

Mudflaps - Rear - VPLRP0282..............................................15

Wireless Phone Charging Cupholder - VPLRV0118............21

Snow Traction System - VPLGW0081...................................14

WHEELS AND WHEEL ACCESSORIES

Space Saver Spare Wheel Kit - Air Suspension VPLRW0119...........................................................................14

19" 5 Split-Spoke Alloy Wheel - Sparkle Silver LR081580...............................................................................13

Space Saver Spare Wheel Kit - Coil Suspension VPLRW0120...........................................................................14

20" 5 Split-Spoke Alloy Wheel - Gloss Black Finish LR081587...............................................................................13

Styled Valve Caps - Black Jack - LR027666.........................15
Styled Valve Caps - Union Jack - LR027664........................15

20" 5 Split-Spoke Alloy Wheel - Sparkle Silver LR081586...............................................................................13

Styled Valve Caps - Land Rover - LR027560........................15

20" 10 Split-Spoke Alloy Wheel - Sparkle Silver LR081589...............................................................................13

Tire pressure gauge - VPLVW0077.......................................15

21" 9 Spoke Alloy Wheel - Diamond Turned Finish LR081583...............................................................................13
21" 9 Spoke Alloy Wheel - Sparkle Silver LR081582...............................................................................13

Styled Valve Caps - Nitrogen - VPLFY0071.........................15
Tire Repair Kit - Compressor - LR093197.............................15
Tire Repair Kit - Foam - LR081518........................................15
Tire Repair Kit - Sealant - LR058584....................................15
Wheel Center Caps - Black Finish - LR069899....................15

21" 10 Split-Spoke Alloy Wheel - Gloss Black Finish LR081585...............................................................................13

Wheel Center Caps - Silver Finish - LR069900....................15

21" 10 Split-Spoke Alloy Wheel - Sparkle Silver LR081584...............................................................................13

Wheel Locks - Gloss Black - VPLGY0104.............................15

Wheel Locks - Chrome - VUB504120...................................15

22" 5 Split-Spoke Alloy Wheel - Gloss Black Finish LR082900..............................................................................14
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Genuine Land Rover Accessories Assure Confidence
Land Rover would like to remind you that accessories that are non-genuine Land Rover are not warrantied by
Land Rover North America and may not be serviceable at other Land Rover Retailers. If your Land Rover Retailer or sales
guide offers you non-genuine Land Rover parts or accessories, we recommend finding out whether they have a warranty,
where they can be serviced, and what company provides these warranties and service.
All our accessories are designed to be an integral part of Land Rover vehicles. While many items such as roof carriers
are simple to fit, some products require specialty tools and diagnostic equipment to ensure correct integration with the
vehicle structure and electrical systems. Although Land Rover takes the utmost care in ensuring that all details in the
publication are correct at the time of going to press, we are constantly striving for improvement and therefore reserve
the right to alter specifications and equipment without notice. Details of specifications and equipment are also subject
to change to suit local market conditions and requirements, and not all products are available in every market. Some
vehicles are shown with accessories or optional equipment fitted. These products vary from market to market. Please
consult your Land Rover Retailer who will be pleased to advise you on current specifications. Distributors and Retailers
are not agents of Land Rover and have absolutely no authority to bind Land Rover to any express or implied undertaking
or representation.
© 2017 Jaguar Land Rover North America, LLC. Printed in the U.S.A.
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